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ABSTRACT
We describe a new interaction technique, called a spotlight, for directing the visual attention of an audience when viewing data or presentations on large wall-sized displays. A spotlight is simply a region of the display where the contents are displayed normally while the remainder of the display is somewhat darkened. In this paper we define the behavior of spotlights, show unique affordances of the technique, and discuss design characteristics. We also report on experiments that show the benefit of using the spotlight a large display and standard desktop configuration. Our results suggest that the spotlight is preferred over the standard cursor and outperforms it by a factor of 3.4 on a wall-sized display.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Graphical User Interfaces (GUI), Windowing Systems

Additional Keywords and Phrases: large displays, attention, field of view, user study.

INTRODUCTION
Large wall-sized display systems have existed for special applications like process monitoring, scientific visualization, and cinema for some time now. Only recently, the price and quality of data projectors has reached the point where it is becoming very affordable to couple many projectors and PCs together to produce large, high quality display landscapes. These economics are enabling meeting rooms to be constructed with multiple projectors and display surfaces rather than the typical single projector and screen. We have constructed and are studying one such room—the Alias Visualization Studio (see Figure 1), where we are experimenting with using multiple projectors to support a variety of types of real meetings and events. In the course of this work we have encountered new interaction challenges peculiar to large wall-sized display not addressed by traditional desktop techniques.

There are two main uses of large displays: (a) multiple people working in parallel on the display, and (b) speaker-audience style presentations. In this paper, we explore (b). Specifically, we examine the issue of directing the attention of multiple people simultaneously viewing data on a very large contiguous display space during a presentation.

During meetings or presentation in our Visualization Studio we have observed that users frequently like to convey an area of interest to other users to focus their attention on a particular area of the displays. There are several ways this can be accomplished:
Verbally - the user can describe either the target or its position verbally to assist others in finding it. This is effective when there are only a few images or blocks of text displayed on the wall. However, when the number of objects displayed is sufficiently high, or they are difficult to uniquely describe, using a very detailed verbal description for specifying the area of interest may become quite cumbersome.

Spatially – the user can spatially point to the target. There are many ways to accomplish this:

The user can simply point with their hand. This is a two step process: the viewers must first focus their attention on the person pointing and then the display. However this is a very coarse style of pointing and may not be accurate enough if the display is dense. Accuracy can be improved but at the cost of walking closer to the target area.

The system cursor can be moved to the target but the cursor is difficult to see across all screens especially from the distance where people are sitting in the space. In addition, to those not controlling the cursor, it is not clear where to expect to see the cursor resulting in the need to scan the full display space. A laser pointer can alleviate some of these problems but it is difficult to keep stationary for prolonged periods, hard to hold steady, not always available, and arguably the laser light can be visually annoying.

Regardless of the strategy used we have observed that when the display space extends beyond the users field of view and users cannot immediately find the target, users do not know whether a new target is already in their field of view and they should examine the display more carefully, or if they should re-scan the full width of the large display area. When this occurs, users may have to re-orient themselves, turn their head to scan the space, and quickly move their eyes to sweep over the display to attempt to find the target. In worst case, a user conducts a visual scan over the entire width of the display.

One way of avoiding rescanning is for the viewer to always keep the target area in sight. For example, a user could follow the laser pointer dot as it travels over the displays. This can be impossible if the pointer jumps or moves too fast or becomes hard to distinguish from the display (for example, moving the cursor over a moving video image). Furthermore, worthwhile distractions, such as looking down at one’s notes or looking at other areas of the screen, breaks this tracking process, so rescanning is a necessity.

THE SPOTLIGHT

To address these challenges, we have developed a GUI interaction technique we call the “spotlight” that is based on how a spotlight is used in theatriic productions to direct an audience’s attention.

Our GUI Spotlight consists of the interior region, the spot edge, the exterior region, and the cursor (see Figure 2). The Spotlight technique, once invoked, begins by darkening the contents of the display (about 75%) except for a large circular region around the current cursor position. This serves to draw the viewer’s attention to the current region of interest. The spotlight follows the cursor as it is moved. Unlike a real physical spotlight, while the spotlight is moving, the dark exterior region of the spotlight is brightened up (to about 50%) allowing the user to more easily see the intended destination. After the spotlight stops moving, after a short dwell time, the exterior region of the spotlight again slowly darkens to the maximum darkness setting.

To combine the two functions of pointing with the cursor and repositioning the spotlight, we made the spotlight behave like a tracking menu [17]. Tracking menus have the interesting property of allowing the cursor to move about freely within a given region but when the cursor moves beyond the edge of the region, it moves the region in the direction of the cursor movement. In this way, the user can move the cursor to point to a specific location within the spotlight, as well as drag the spotlight to a new position, combining the specification of both a position and a region into one tool (see Figure 3). Moreover, the diameter of the spotlight can be resized by scrolling the thumbwheel on the mouse.

A spotlight can have an optional “beam” coming down from the center of the display (see Figure 4). This option is intended to give the user a well-defined starting point to re-acquire the spotlight. The user knows that when the spotlight is not in their field of view, they can simply look
toward the center of the display and follow the beam, which quickly guides them to the target spotlight region.

**INITIAL IMPRESSIONS**

When we first experienced the Spotlight in action we had several unexpected observations. First, dimming the entire display (72 x 9 feet) dramatically changed the lighting and hence the atmosphere of the room. The lighting in the room changed from an ambient white glow (from the scattering of light from six powerful projectors) to a pleasing, calm, darkened environment reminiscent of a theater. Images in the spotlight appeared sharper and with better color contrast (due to the reduced scattering of light). Also, the scattering of light from the spotlight onto real objects in the room such as tables, chairs, and people also occurred. Thus, even if the spotlight was not in one’s field of view, one could still sense the general location of the source of light and hence quickly “know” its location.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

We implemented a variety of spotlight techniques in a prototype application written in C++ under Windows XP and used the standard Windows API for event handling. In this way, we were able to easily run the prototype on a standard PC using a mouse for input. As we planned on using advanced drawing features such as semi-transparency, stencil masking, and back-buffer drawing, we use the OpenGL API to render the workspace and spotlight.

The prototype application runs on a semi-circular projection wall in 6 panels running on 6 workstations with screen space measuring 72’ wide by 9’ tall and a combined resolution of 7680 by 1024 pixels (see Figure 5). To achieve this, we used the Chromium networking software (derived from the Stanford Graphics Lab WireGL project [24] code base) for scalable real-time OpenGL rendering on a cluster of workstations. The application is run on a 7th machine, the so-called “mothership,” where the input is collected and the OpenGL calls are intercepted by Chromium. The OpenGL calls are then divided, packed, and sent to one of the other 6 machines, the so-called “servers.” These servers each drive a projector and are responsible for rendering and displaying 1/6th of the total display. The mothership is an HP dual Xeon 2.8GHz PC with an nVidia Quadro FX1000 graphics card, while dual Xeon 3.2GHz processors, and one of either an nVidia Quadro FX1000 or an ATI FireGL X1 graphics card powers each of the servers. All of the servers are controlled from one HP workstation using VNC.

The spotlight effect is created by first masking the region of the screen where the spotlight will be shown. The geometry is then rendered as rectangular polygons, quadric disks, and/or irregular polygons (depending on the desired shape of the spotlight) to the stencil buffer. The soft edges are rendered by iteratively moving each vertex of the geometry perpendicular to the local tangent and away from the center and re-rendering to the screen buffer with gradated transparency. One large rectangle is then drawn over the entire screen to cover the areas not lit by the spotlight. The stencil buffer ensures that this final rectangle is not drawn where the gradation and the interior region was drawn.

**RELATED WORK**

Visual attention has been studied in both HCI and cognitive psychology [31]. Attentional cues are central in decisions about when to initiate or to make an effective contribution to a conversation or project [23]. Most of this work has examined implicit factors of this issue with only a handful of systems looking at explicit mechanisms, like the spotlight, to guide visual attention.

Researchers have studied the effects of managing user’s attention between their primary activity and on peripheral information displays [6, 11, 19, 28, 30, 33]. Moreover, there have been a number of studies conducted on the effects of visual separation and physical discontinuities for distributing information across large displays or multiple monitors [37, 39, 40] as well as the effects of field of view for 3D navigation tasks [14, 38].
Furthermore, there has been a great body of research investigating interaction techniques for large displays [10, 15, 20, 21, 29, 35, 36] and interaction techniques that span multiple monitors [4, 8, 16, 18, 19, 22, 25, 40]. However, few have addressed the explicit goal of directing and maintaining users’ attention.

There are a variety of additional solutions to consider for directing attention across large distances including (1) animation, (2) in-place motion, (3) graphical trails, (4) sound and (5) attention sensors. Animation can be used to preserve visual coherence while a system state is changing. For example, if a tool palette is being dismissed and put into a system tray, an animation can be designed to de-emphasize the palette (e.g., make it progressively transparent), move it towards the tray and perhaps even shrink the palette to icon size. The user’s attention is drawn to a location within the tray for later retrieval. Researchers have also explored how cartoon animation can be applied to user interface dynamics [12].

In-place animation attempts to exploit the user’s attention sensitive peripheral capability by generating motion-cues. The use of motion may be useful in visualizing complex information because of its preattentive and interpretative perceptual properties [2]. For example, Microsoft’s paperclip will dance in-place to get the user’s attention to offer help or advice. Researchers of the multiple display PointRight system [26] noticed that users would “wiggle” the cursor (i.e., move it back and forth rapidly or in a circular path) to facilitate the user finding the cursor. The system detects this action and changes the “pointer” shape cursor to an animated icon (a rotating disk) to draw the user’s attention to the cursor. Moreover, animated icons [1] provide additional information and system status for users.

Using graphical trails of visual feedback to hold the user’s attention has been investigated by a number of researchers. The Drag+Pop technique [4] uses “rubber-band” lines to visually link the position of file icons that have been temporarily warped closer to the cursor for local manipulation. Several techniques have been developed to graphically show off-screen locations such as Halo [5] and citylights [43]. The high density cursor [7] shows that enhanced cursor tracking can be achieved through additional drawings of the cursor while being moved rapidly. Lastly, graphical streamers indicating the user’s past navigational position has been used to predict and highlight future movement through a 3D space [13].

The use of sound can be an effective means of drawing user’s attention that does not interfere with the visual system. For example, 2D or 3D audio localization can be used to direct a person’s attention. In addition, a verbal description generated by a presenter (such as “look at the blue truck on the second panel”) can identify a point of interest.

Actively sensing the attention state of a user has also been studied [42]. For example, EyePliances [34] are small device appliances that detect and respond to human visual attention using eye contact sensors. Applying this approach to our application, for example, could have the system attempt to sense where a particular user is standing or looking and visually guide them to a new focus area.

Combinations of these attention direction approaches can be used. For example, the common laser pointer serves as a derivative narrow spotlight. It offers a visual trail and wiggles in-place to direct the user’s attention. It suffers from not being large enough to easily see and, due to the control-to-display ratio, is next to impossible to keep steady.

In the end, the spotlight has a rich history. There is a long tradition in the theater and cinema of utilizing lighting to draw the attention of the audience as well as to evoke emotional responses [9]. The spotlight graphical effect has been used for highlighting in television graphics and also more recently in GUIs, for example, the Mac OS X Tiger file browser.

Beyond cinematic experiences, the spotlight metaphor has been used within computer applications. For example, the Boom Chameleon [41] uses a spotlight technique to point to areas of interest on a 3D model. Computer lighting and shadow design has become more user manipulable [3] and some research has explored elevating shadows to first-class modeling primitives [32]. Lastly, the Light Pen system [27] explores a lighting design system driven by sketching on 3D virtual models. In our spotlight technique, we attempt to direct and maintain users’ attention by utilizing similar theartic techniques of simultaneously defining a focus of attention, making surrounding context visible and suppressing distant content.

**EXPERIMENT**

The Spotlight technique has a number of attributes designed to help users track a target region or to re-acquire the target having, perhaps, looked away or been looking at another part of the large display when the intended target has moved. These attributes include (a) darkening the area outside the desired target area thereby (b) highlighting the area of interest while (c) ensuring the cursor is within the highlighted area. We hypothesize that, on wall-sized displays, users can find the cursor using the Spotlight technique much faster than finding the cursor unassisted. We chose to compare the spotlight technique against the status-quo standard cursor which is used everyday in our Visualization Studio.

We expected that another important factor in the performance of a user finding a target on a large wall-sized display is the field-of-view. When the target is within a user’s field-of-view, the user can simply scan the screen by
finding the target in their peripheral vision or by moving their eyes. However, the further a target is from the center of a user’s field-of-view, the more they will have to turn their heads to find the target. In extreme cases where the target may be slightly behind the user, they may have to turn their shoulders as well. As we are interested in the use of large wall-sized displays, we also wanted to capture this dimension of a target finding task.

Finally, we wanted to discover how the Spotlight technique might scale down to traditional desktop computer displays. We hypothesize that even on a typical monitor, our technique will still outperform the cursor.

**Design**

We created an experiment to discover these relative costs and recruited 12 subjects (8 male and 4 female) between the ages of 22 and 45 who were experienced computer users. Our set-up used the hardware configuration as shown in Figure 5. We placed the user in the center of this space to create three field-of-view conditions, so that 180° is the middle condition (see Figure 6).

We wrote an OpenGL application running under Chromium to display a contiguous workspace of 72’ by 9’ with a combined resolution of 7680 by 1024 pixels. Note that the cursor size matched the standard size used by the Windows operating system (see Figure 7 for relative spotlight and cursor sizing).

We ran the field-of-view conditions in narrow (108°), middle (180°), and wide (240°) order and three target indication techniques: traditional cursor, spotlight, and searchlight. We counterbalanced both field of view and technique.

Subjects were instructed to use only one hand and only the top row of keys on the keyboard and not to use the “numpad” on the side of the keyboard. Also, the system chose target numbers that were a minimum of two keys away from the last key pressed to prevent subjects from simply pressing a neighboring key without looking down. These restrictions were added to force users to look away from the screen and down to the keyboard while selecting the key so they could not use peripheral vision to “see” the target move to the next location. Hence we were able to have each trial test target acquisition instead of target tracking. This design captures the real usage scenario of users often redirecting their attention (e.g., to take notes) and reacquire the focus of interest on the large display.

Before the start of the experiment, we briefly instructed the subjects on how the three target indication techniques worked and allowed them to try each condition to familiarize themselves with the task and the technique. Once comfortable, we asked them to complete the task as quickly and accurately as possible. Figure 8 shows a subject seated before the wall-sized display with the keyboard on his lap, illuminated with a desk lamp.

A within-subjects design was used with each subject using all three techniques in the three field-of-view (FOV) angles. This resulted in 12 subjects × 3 techniques × 3 FOV × 20 trials = 2160 data points for the entire experiment. Trials were grouped by technique and counter balanced with 1/3 of the subjects using the cursor first, 1/3 using the spotlight first, and 1/3 using the searchlight first. Half of the subjects were presented with the field of view in the narrow-middle-wide order and the other half in the reverse order.
For every trial we logged the time for the subject to press the key on the keyboard corresponding to the number on the screen. Errors were not possible as the system waited for the correct key before proceeding to the next trial. After completing the experiment, subjects were given a short questionnaire to determine their preference for the three techniques and to provide other comments or observations they may have.

**Results**

Our data confirms the first hypothesis that users perform much faster at target acquisition with the spotlight technique compared to the cursor. We also found that the cursor performance cost increases as the field-of-view increases. The spotlight outperforms the cursor by a factor of 1.5 for the narrow and by 3.4 for the wide field of view. This confirms our second hypothesis (Figure 9). All subjects had a few cursor trials in which they were unable to find the cursor and had to rescan the full display multiple times resulting in a very long trial time. This is reflected in the high standard deviation for the cursor condition.

We performed an analysis of variance on the performance data and found a significant difference between the standard cursor and spotlight techniques $F(2, 22) = 455.55$, $p < .0001$. We found that the spotlight outperformed the cursor by a factor of 2.3. Figure 10 shows the mean performance differences for the three techniques.

**Experiment 2**

After finding a significant benefit of the spotlight technique on a large wall sized display, even in the most narrow field of view, we wanted to determine if the effect would transfer to a desktop monitor configuration. We conducted a second experiment using a 21 inch monitor with the same three techniques. In this case, since the entire monitor surface is in the subject’s field of view, we filled the entire display with potential targets.

We recruited 12 subjects (8 male and 4 female) between the ages of 22 and 45 who were experienced computer users. Beyond removing the field-of-view factor, all experimental procedures and tasks remained the same as the last experiment. This resulted in 12 subjects $\times$ 3 techniques $\times$ 20 trials = 720 data points.

We performed an analysis of variance on the performance data and found a significant difference between the standard cursor and spotlight techniques $F(2, 22) = 92.7$, $p < .0001$. We found that the spotlight outperformed the cursor by a factor of 2.3. Figure 10 shows the mean performance differences for the three techniques.
Subjective Preference

The results of the questionnaire showed that the subjective preference of the spotlight techniques matched subjects' performance. All subjects preferred the spotlight and searchlight techniques to the standard cursor for both the wall display and 21” monitor display (see Figure 11).  

DESIGN VARIATIONS

We implemented a number of variations of the spotlight technique. Figure 12 (b) shows the simple circular spotlight that we tested in our experiment. We feel that this design was slightly more effective than the searchlight because there are no other distracting elements on screen. The searchlight (see Figure 12 (e)) has an additional beam to direct the user’s attention, but we believe that this can slow down the target acquisition in that, once the user looks within the beam, the eye is drawn linearly all the way down it to the spotlight region. This effect seems to make it difficult to skip directly down to the spotlight. A problem with the simple circular spotlight is the ongoing need to resize it. In practice, we typically view objects in a variety of sizes. And due to the overall aspect ratio of our display (72’ by 9’) we often try to layout objects to use the full height of the screen, as we have plenty of width to use. This led us to build the vertical bar spotlight shown in Figure 12 (c). We call this spotlight the curtain because when resizing it, it opens and closes in width, much like a curtain. We also made a version of the curtain that increased the cone angle of the light, that is, the curtain width at the bottom of the screen only (see Figure 12 (d)).

To reduce the need to resize the spotlight, we also implemented a shape-based spotlight, shown in Figure 15 (f), which uses the alpha channel of the object to create the spotlight border. While this was effective in always highlighting an entire object, it comes at the cost of not being able to point the spotlight to an area within an object. We also found that highlighting the shape is slightly distracting as well and thought that a spotlight in the shape of the bounding ellipse of the object would be more appealing (see Figure 12 (i)). Finally, we implemented multiple spotlights (see Figure 12 (a), (g) and (h)) and, in future, would like to explore the use of spotlights to represent the interest of multiple users.

Lastly, we have considered but not yet implemented the idea of using alternatives to the brighten/darken effect in the spotlight/external region. For example, one could adjust the content saturation, tint, pixelation or blur in the external region, or use other visual effects to differentiate the regions.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a new technique for fast target acquisition, called the Spotlight, designed to draw the users attention to the intended area of a large wall-sized display. We showed the value of augmenting the standard cursor with the spotlight by running an experiment and we reported a significant performance improvement in a target acquisition task. Furthermore, we ran a second experiment showing that the same performance advantages over the cursor exist using the spotlight on a standard desktop monitor.

In the future, we wish to extend the spotlight to support multiple users pointing at the large display, with a variety of input devices such as mouse, laser pointer, or by physically pointing. Also, we plan to continue the development of a content-aware spotlight that will size itself to the relevant content being highlighted. We also believe that more cinematic qualities of lighting and stage design may be applied to large display configurations to assist in managing and maintaining audiences attention as well as to make for more enjoyable experiences.
used to manage attention. The design, development and evaluation of these techniques are future research.
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